would be c stronger ' by renouncing some of her territories for the benefit
of Germany. The same argument was put forward in the Soviet State-
ment with regard to Poland, that she would gain through the c incorpora-
tion ' of half her country into the Soviet Union.
Thus Moscow was reiterating her claims to Eastern Poland, openly
demanding from the Polish Government what she had received from
Hitler as part of her booty for supporting Germany, and stating that she
would only be willing to negotiate with the Polish Government when that
Government had given way to this demand. The proposal regarding the
undefined indemnities at the cost of Germany and, in addition, the pro-
posal to join the Soviet-Benes Pact meant that Poland would be pushed
westward.
The Russian comments on their Statement of January n explained that
their desire was based, not only on their general wish for better relations
with Poland., but also "on the necessity of completing this treaty of mutual
assistance, with its necessary detailed military arrangements." In the
case of Czecho-Slovakia, the air bases in that country had been made
" permanently available after the war to the Russian forces/3 and, since
Moscow was expecting to receive the same freedom in Poland, a total
subordination of that country under the pretext of a " renewed attempt
of aggression by Germany " would thus be secured in advance. It was
difficult to assume that similar concessions would assure the " high
degree of co-operation between the military staffs" as stated in the
Russian Press, especially as the Soviets were then simultaneously de-
manding a change in the existing leaders of the Polish Army, particularly
mentioning General Sosnkowski, its Commander in Chief.
The Russian reply did not reveal any great enthusiasm, directly or
indirectly, for entering into further discussion, neither did it show any
eagerness to resume diplomatic relations with the Poles. It was the Soviet's
intention first of all to determine their own attitude towards the Polish
c emigre ' Government in the light of that Government's reaction to
their demands. " Moscow was prepared," said the Soviet commentator^
" to give the Polish Government a chance to show its willingness to
collaborate with them, even though they might prefer to see in Warsaw
a Government formed by Poles already in Moscow, who understand their
ways and agreed with their programme."
As a matter of fact, after the Statement, the possibility of any further
discussion with Russia as far as the Polish Government was concerned,
seemed to be closed for the time being. The Times suggested that Poland
should give way to the Russian demands and thereby €C gain their friend-
ship." The Polish Press replied " it was impossible for any one to gain
the friendship of another by allowing him to cut off his hand and leg, or
for the State to renounce half its territories. Three times had Poland's
body been subjected to similar amputations during the eighteenth
century^ and it had not contributed in any way towards changing Russia's
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